Cinematic rendering of small bowel pathology: preliminary observations from this novel 3D CT visualization method.
3D visualization methods for volumetric CT data have played an important role in diagnostic imaging of the small bowel, a structure which intrinsically crosses numerous slices in any 2D imaging plane. Recently, a new approach to 3D CT image creation has become available-cinematic rendering (CR). CR differs from other 3D methods in making use of a global lighting model that produces high surface detail and realistic shadowing effects that lead to 3D visualizations with photorealistic quality. Although the utility of these images for improving diagnostic accuracy has not yet been established, our group's early experience in regions of complex anatomy and pathology has been encouraging. In this pictorial review, we review the established role of 3D CT in many of the most common small bowel pathologies, provide examples of those pathologies visualized with CR, and suggest future directions for researchers to pursue.